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VELA jive 100

VELA Jive 100 is a ground breaking chair for e.g. the surgeons which can prevent injuries
caused by excessive strain and awkward movements. The foot-operated electric height
adjustment feature enables uninterrupted sterile procedures and therefore reduces treatment
time.



•

Electric height adjustment - just by
using your feet - making it possible to
gentle change position without
removing focus from the operation

•

Electric height adjustment enables
precise, stepless regulation without any
undesired movement

•

Ergonomic chair with fantastic seat
and back support. There are different
seats and backs available - designed to
fit the needs of the individual users

•

Frame gives space to the feet and a
good balance during precision work

•

Battery indicator on the front of the
chair



Press here with your foot and
adjust the height electrically

Or change the
height on the
wheels

VELA JIVE 100 - remarkable new frame
This brand new chair, VELA Jive 100, from Danish VELA
Medical, is a ground breaking chair for the healthcare
workers which can prevent injuries caused by excessive
strain and awkward movements.
The remarkable asymmetric frame gives space to the feet
and increases the users balance which is important for
precision work.
ELECTRIC SITTING HEIGHT
The foot-operated electric height adjustment feature
enables uninterrupted sterile procedures and therefore
reduces treatment time.

Electric height adjustment enables precise, stepless regulation performed in a completely controlled way without
undesired movements. The height adjustment can be
placed on the footrest or on the top of the front wheels.
The chair is also available with a traditional gasspring as
height adjustment.
INCREASING CONCENTRATION
The surgeons work is done with a high degree of
concentration and thus a fixed working position. The seat
design increases the blood circulation which increases the
concentration on the operation.
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VELA JIVE 100
Comfort and ergonomics
Ergonomic design is paramount at VELA. The seats have a rounded front edge and we offer several different specially
designed seats and backs to promote the best - and individual- posture possible. Hospital chairs see service in a variety of
departments; both staff and patients have particular requirements with respect to ergonomics and comfort, features which
can prevent injuries caused by excessive strain and awkward movements.
VELA’s focus on ergonomics and correct posture allows surgeons to work longer since the VELA chair promotes a more
appropriate work posture.
  
VELA ergonomic chairs support the back and ensure comfort at work. The frame and fabric is developed for the medical
environment both designed with a high hygienic focus.
HIGHEST QUALITY - 365 days-a-year - every year
The chairs are designed for managing a high level of wear and tear and to providing intuitive setting options for the variety
of users.
ACCESSORIES
The chair is available with armrest and in different sitting heights
Technical details
Sitting height, electric  44 cm - 74 cm
Sitting height, gas: 41-57 cm
Max. user weight: 110 kg.
Standard configuration
Painted steel frame (W X D): 51 x 54 cm
Wheels: 5x50 mm. double soft lanes

Armrests
We have several types of armrests specializing the chair to the users
specific needs. We have multi-adjustable armrests for blood sampling.
Ergonomic working conditions for the healthcare worker

VELA Jive 100
Multi-adjustable, floating,
armrest, special designed for
ultrasound
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Gas height adjustment
Adjustable armrests
for surgery - for
optimal ergonomics
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